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ABSTRACT
Internet-based social network services (SNSs) have grown increasingly popular and are producing a
great amount of content. Multiple users freely post their comments in SNS threads, and extracting the
gist of these comments can be difficult due to their complicated dialog. In this paper, the authors propose
a system that explores this concept of the gist of an SNS thread by comparing it with Wikipedia. The
granularity of information in an SNS thread differs from that in Wikipedia articles, which implies that
the information in a thread may be related to different articles on Wikipedia. The authors extract target
articles on Wikipedia based on its link graph. When an SNS thread is compared with Wikipedia, the
focus is on the table of contents (TOC) of the relevant Wikipedia articles. The system uses a proposed
coverage degree to compare the comments in a thread with the information in the TOC. If the coverage
degree is higher, the Wikipedia paragraph becomes the gist of the thread.

INTRODUCTION
As Internet-based social network services (SNS’s)
have grown increasingly popular they are producing a great amount of content. An SNS consists
of an Internet community, containing multiple

threads, with each thread containing comments
posted by multiple users. It is difficult to obtain a
gist of a thread because these comments are complicated. There are two types of SNS users. The
first type becomes a member of the community
and discusses the theme of the thread. We call this
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user an “inside user.” The second type, an “outside
user,” is a casual browser who simply views the
SNS to acquire information from it.
Inside users can sometimes enter into heated
discussion, which prompts them to concentrate on
only one issue and lose track of the actual theme.
When this happens, inside users may want to know
how relevant their points are to the discussion.
We therefore believe it would be beneficial to
present these users with information to help them
understand the gist of the discussion at a glance.
Outside users can theoretically obtain detailed
information on the theme of a thread from the SNS,
since community members who are inside users
have good knowledge about the theme. Inside users, however, often do not explicitly provide basic
information, because this is considered to be tacit
knowledge, making it difficult for outside users
to obtain. Moreover, a thread might contain many
comments from outside users, making it difficult
again to grasp the gist. It would be convenient
for outside users to obtain the gist of a thread at
a glance, while at the same time acquiring basic
information about it.
In this paper, we propose a system that presents
the gist of an SNS thread’s information by comparing the comments in the thread with Wikipedia
article content. Wikipedia articles are posted by
different users on the basis that a “neutral point
of view is the fundamental principle of Wikipedia” (Wikipedia, 2011). We therefore consider a
Wikipedia article on a given theme to be based
on a general viewpoint. In the present study, we
extract articles from Wikipedia and compare each
comment in a thread in the community content
with the smallest structure in the article’s table of
contents (TOC). We consider the table of contents
in the articles of Wikipedia to be the gist and the
content of a paragraph on Wikipedia as basic
information.
In this paper, we define a “target thread” as
one from which the gist is to be extracted, and a
“target article” as an article on Wikipedia that is
to be compared with the target thread. The process
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of extracting a gist and basic information is as
follows (Figure 1 and Figure 2):
•
•
•

•

Extract noisy comments from a target
thread.
Identify target articles on Wikipedia.
Compare the target thread and target articles on the basis of the table of contents
based on our coverage degree.
Extract the gist of information about the
target thread.

RELATED WORK
In the field of natural language processing (NLP),
there is a great deal of research about content
summarization. Mani (2001) wrote about automatic summarization. Most research summarizes
the content by calculating the importance of the
sentences and structure of the text. Tombros et al.
(1998) describe the summarization of the results
of information retrieval by using a query. Li et al.
(2009) proposed a method for enhancing diversity, coverage, and balance in the summarization
of content. Their viewpoints were similar to that
of our approach. Some research has been done
on creating summary sentences from Web pages
(Sun et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007; Delort et al.,
2003) using NLP. It is however difficult to use the
technique for extracting the gist of SNS threads
because almost all comments are short and their
conversation is confusing. It would be convenient
if inside and outside users could extract this gist at
a glance. This paper proposes a system that shows
this gist of a thread’s information by comparing
its comments with Wikipedia article content.
To determine the differences between two Web
pages, Lim and Ng (2001) proposed a semantic
change-detection (SCD) algorithm for detecting
semantic changes between two bodies of HTML
data. Their approach was based on the transformation of HTML data from the two sources into
trees and the removal of common edges between
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